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The role of experts and expert knowledge in policymaking has attracted growing public and academic 
attention. Scholarship on the topic has, however, remained deeply fragmented. It is discussed in 
separate silos of the literature – such as evidence-based policymaking, epistemic communities, 
and ideas and politics – and this has hindered sustained empirical study. This article argues that to 
stimulate more systematic research on the role that experts play in policymaking and develop a 
theoretical understanding of it, we need to foster dialogue across these literatures. To facilitate this, 
the article critically reviews how the role of expert knowledge in policymaking is conceptualised 
and explained in existing literatures, and offers suggestions about how to create common ground 
for future research by reframing research around the question of the influence of experts, and 
examining more closely the administrative underpinnings of expert influence.
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Introduction
The place of experts in politics and policymaking has attracted increasing attention 
in recent decades, both in public and academic debate. On the one hand, scholars 
highlight the growing role of expertise in policymaking: decision-makers are 
increasingly reliant on advanced knowledge to understand and address complex 
societal problems (Haas, 1992), face growing expectations that policies should be based 
on the best available evidence about the effectiveness of policy interventions (Davies 
et al, 2000; Jennings and Hall, 2012; Head, 2015), and are influenced by powerful 
expert professionals such as economists (Fourcade, 2006; Chwieroth, 2010). On the 
other hand, scholars point to an increasing contestation and politicisation of expert 
knowledge by decision-makers (Weingart, 1999). Not only is expert knowledge often 
used as political ammunition or as a tactical tool rather than for genuine problem-
solving (Boswell, 2008), it is also regularly rejected or delegitimised by politicians, 

















Yet, despite the growing interest in the role of expert knowledge in policymaking, 
scholarship has remained remarkably fragmented. Different sub-disciplines of political 
science (including public policy) and sociology have engaged in parallel monologues 
about the role of expertise in policymaking. The topic is discussed under various 
headings, including ‘evidence-based policymaking’, ‘knowledge utilisation’, ‘ideas’, 
‘epistemic communities’ and ‘professions’, and in ‘science and technology studies’ 
(STS). These literatures propose distinct concepts and theoretical arguments for 
capturing and explaining the policy role of expert knowledge. These bodies of 
scholarship have to a large extent developed separately and speak to each other only 
casually, however.
The fragmented state of the literature is bewildering for anyone interested in 
understanding the influence of expert knowledge in policymaking. It has also been 
a barrier to theoretical development and empirical analysis. While similar concepts 
and arguments have multiplied across literatures, there has been little discussion of 
the connections between the various concepts and arguments or critical examination 
of their relative strengths and weaknesses. Many existing explanatory arguments 
have important weaknesses and blind spots, and arguments trumpeted as theoretical 
innovations in one literature are long-established assumptions in other literatures. 
The lack of discussion across literatures has also hindered more systematic empirical 
investigation. Central concepts proposed for understanding the policy role of experts 
have received limited critical scrutiny. As a result, scholarship is rife with concepts that 
are difficult to operationalise and study empirically, such as ‘epistemic communities’ 
or different types of ‘knowledge utilisation’.
The goal of this article is to stimulate the academic debate on expertise and 
policymaking by looking across literatures. The article first critically assesses how 
different bodies of scholarship have addressed two central problems: how to capture 
conceptually the role of experts or expert knowledge in policymaking, and how to 
explain the varying role of expert knowledge in policymaking. The article points to 
differences and similarities in how these questions are answered across literatures and 
highlights weaknesses of the concepts and theoretical arguments proposed by each 
approach.
Building on this critique, the article then presents two novel suggestions about 
how future research on expertise and policymaking can overcome the problems of 
the currently fragmented field. These proposals cut across existing divides between 
literatures. First, the article proposes to reframe the discussion about the policy role 
and utilisation of expert knowledge as a question of influence, that is, to focus research 
squarely on the influence of experts and their knowledge over public policy. This 
entails a ‘normalisation’ of research on expertise and policymaking, seeing experts as 
one type of actor among others providing input in the political system rather than 
granting them a special status as providers of neutral and apolitical evidence. Second, it 
argues that explanatory arguments need to pay greater attention to how the organisation 
of expert knowledge within public administrations conditions expert influence. The article 
sketches a theoretical argument about the factors that may affect the position of 
experts in government bureaucracies and about how the position of experts in these 
bodies may shape decision-making.
By bridging a broad range of currently separate literatures, the article makes a 
distinct contribution to debates about expertise and policymaking. Existing review 
articles have been limited to specific literatures or types of expertise, such as ideas 
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and public policy (Campbell, 2002), expertise in policy sub-systems (Weible, 2008), 
epistemic communities (Cross, 2013; Dunlop, 2013), economic expertise (Hirschman 
and Berman, 2014), knowledge utilisation (Daviter, 2015) and evidence-informed 
policymaking (Head, 2015), or do not capture recent theoretical developments 
(Radaelli, 1995). By creating a critical dialogue between these literatures and outlining 
a cross-cutting research agenda, the article seeks to stimulate conceptual and theoretical 
discussion and more sustained empirical research on the policy influence of experts.
To be sure, the broad scope of the article comes with challenges. One issue is the 
definition of ‘expert knowledge’. While the article takes as its starting point common 
understandings of expertise as scientific, academic or professional knowledge, it also 
includes work that takes a wider view of expertise. (Table 1 provides an overview 
of the definitions of expert knowledge in the different literatures.) Another issue is 
which literatures to include. The article concentrates on currently active literatures 
in different sub-disciplines of political sciences and sociology that deal directly and 
centrally with the role of expert knowledge in public policymaking.1 The article thus 
focuses on concepts and arguments frequently used by scholars today.
The discussion of existing literature also aims to critically examine a selection of 
central concepts and arguments from each literature. It is not a systematic literature 
review based on systematic database searches and selection procedures, and it does 
not seek to present a comprehensive overview of work in each field. Rather, the 
selection of sources is based on the researcher’s and other researchers’ assessment of 
what constitutes central contributions. More specifically, the article has used existing 
review articles of the different literatures to identify important contributions and 
arguments. Whether this selection covers the most relevant work or should have 
included other sources is of course up for discussion, and some scholars may feel that 
the reading of a specific literature is too narrow or biased. These are the necessary 
limits of this kind of exercise. The article’s sometimes-sweeping characterisations and 
critiques of existing work are, however, precisely meant to provoke reflection and 
debate on how to theorise and study the policy influence of experts and expertise.
Over the next pages, the article compares and critically discusses how the literatures 
on evidence-based policymaking, knowledge utilisation, ideas, professions, epistemic 
communities and STS conceptualise and explain the role of expert knowledge in 
policymaking. It then presents and discusses two promising avenues for future research. 
The concluding section considers some potential objections to the argument of the article.
Existing perspectives on expert knowledge and policymaking
The topic of expertise and policymaking is discussed within various literatures in 
political science and sociology. Table 1 provides a quick overview of these literatures, 
summarising how the object of study, notion of expert knowledge/evidence, and 
arguments about determinants and effects of expert knowledge vary across the 
literatures.
Capturing the role of expert knowledge in policymaking
The first main challenge facing scholars of expertise and policymaking is how to 
capture conceptually the role of expert knowledge in public policymaking. Should the 
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on the groups that produce and spread expert knowledge? Should the impact of 
expert knowledge on policymaking be examined as a question of evidence uptake, 
knowledge utilisation or something else? Different literatures provide diverging 
answers to these questions.
In the field of public policy, there is a long-standing tradition for research on 
the utilisation of information, research or knowledge in policymaking (Weiss, 1979; 
Sabatier, 1987; Oh and Rich, 1996; Landry et al, 2003; Weible, 2008). This work argues 
that information derived from research and analysis can be an important ingredient 
of policymaking, which makes it important to understand how it enters the policy 
process. One currently prominent strand of literature that has flowed out of this 
work is the research on evidence-based policymaking (Head, 2015). This literature 
is centrally concerned with understanding the use or ‘uptake’ of evidence in policy 
design, with evidence usually referring to results of some sort of formal and systematic 
investigation (Davies et al, 2000: 3; Oliver et al, 2014). Yet, a problem with notions 
of ‘evidence uptake’ and similar is that they are normatively charged. They rest on 
the assumption that research evidence is neutral and apolitical and will contribute to 
more rational policymaking (see Cairney et al, 2016; Newman, 2017).
A second and related strand of literature challenges the idea that research utilisation 
mainly takes the form of genuine problem-solving. It instead distinguishes several 
alternative models for describing the different ways in which scientific knowledge is 
used in the policy process, including a strategic model, in which knowledge is used 
as political ammunition to support predetermined policy positions, and a symbolic 
model, in which knowledge is used to gain legitimacy vis-a-vis other actors (Weiss, 
1979; Boswell, 2008; Schrefler, 2010; Rimkutė and Haverland, 2015).2 Yet, the notion 
of different ‘modes of knowledge utilisation’ has some significant problems. First, the 
types of knowledge use are difficult to distinguish empirically. Central contributions 
either do not attempt to operationalise the modes of knowledge use (for example, 
Radaelli, 1999) or run into trouble when trying to translate the typology into 
empirically identifiable measures (for example, Boswell, 2008: 474–6; Schrefler, 2010: 
318–19). Second, the typology of knowledge utilisation obscures the distinction 
between the intentions behind drawing on knowledge and the actual impact of the 
knowledge. For instance, an expert appointed to a government function for symbolic 
reasons may in the end have considerable policy influence.
An alternative approach is to think about the policy role of expert knowledge 
through the lens of ideas. In the ‘ideas and politics’ literature in political science, the 
main object of study is the expert idea itself rather than knowledge utilisation or 
expert actors (Hirschman and Berman, 2014). This literature investigates how ideas 
deriving from academia and research – both broader problem definitions and concrete 
ideas about policy solutions – shape public policies (Hall, 1989; 1993; Campbell, 
2002; Béland and Cox, 2010). A problem with the focus on ideas, however, is that 
it draws the attention away from the actors that produce, carry and promote these 
ideas (Campbell, 2002: 29–30).
By contrast, work in STS on expertise and policymaking has been centrally 
concerned with the role of the expert providing advice to decision-makers (see 
Grundmann, 2017).3 A core argument is that experts are mediators or brokers between 
the production of knowledge and its application to policy. This activity is not neutral 
or value-free but rather socially and politically embedded: experts provide advice to 
decision-makers based not only on scientific evidence but also on social and political 
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judgement (Jasanoff, 2005a). For instance, Pielke distinguishes various roles experts 
can adopt when advising decision-makers, including pure scientist, science arbiter, 
issue advocate and honest broker (Pielke, 2007). How the different expert roles can be 
operationalised and systematically studied is seldom specified in this literature, however.
Other literatures seek to capture the role of expertise in policymaking by focusing 
on the groups of experts that produce and carry knowledge. One is the sociological 
work on professions (Wilensky, 1964; Larson, 1979; Abbott, 1988; Fourcade, 2009). 
This work argues that expert professions may have considerable power in public 
policymaking, deriving from their special knowledge and exclusive character. Members 
of a profession are bound together by shared knowledge, skills and worldviews derived 
from a common educational background and are thus inaccessible to those without 
such training. Since professionals working in policymaking organisations identify 
with and take behavioural cues from their professional community, professions are 
important vehicles for the spread of expert knowledge to policymaking.
Another literature that focuses on groups of experts is the work on epistemic 
communities in international relations (Haas, 1992; Adler and Haas, 1992; Cross, 
2013).4 It highlights the policymaking role of networks of experts ‘with recognised 
expertise and competence in a particular domain and an authoritative claim to policy-
relevant knowledge within that domain or issue-area’ (Haas, 1992: 3). Epistemic 
communities not only have shared beliefs about cause-and-effect relationships and 
shared criteria for validating knowledge but also have shared normative beliefs and 
a common policy enterprise. This concept differs subtly from that of a profession: 
while a common education is what unifies and defines a profession, an epistemic 
community may include professionals from various disciplines. And whereas an 
epistemic community is delimited by shared normative ideas, members of a profession 
will not necessarily have the same normative ideas (Haas, 1992: 19).
A major weakness of the epistemic community concept is that the boundaries 
of the community are notoriously difficult to determine empirically, since it 
requires detailed evidence on beliefs that is rarely available. In practice, this has led 
to considerable conceptual slippage, with many groups of experts being labelled as 
epistemic communities without evidence that they satisfy Haas’s criteria (Dunlop, 
2013). In comparison, the criterion used by the professional literature to define the 
boundaries of expert communities – educational background – is both theoretically 
justified and clear and empirically traceable. The disadvantage, however, is that it 
excludes actors who do not have the ‘right’ education but who believe in and advocate 
a particular policy idea. The concept of a profession is therefore less suited to capture 
the influence of coalitions spanning different disciplines and types of professional 
knowledge than the notion of an epistemic community.
Explaining the role of expert knowledge in policymaking
The second main challenge facing scholars is how to explain the role of experts and 
expert knowledge in policymaking. Regarding the basic reasons for drawing on expert 
knowledge there is considerable agreement across literatures. Most fundamentally, 
decision-makers need expertise to make sense of the policy issues they face and 
to design solutions to these problems. The ideational and epistemic communities 
literatures also go further by arguing that actors need knowledge and ideas to define 
their interests (Haas, 1992; Béland and Cox, 2010). Moreover, the need for expert 
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knowledge has grown with the increasing specialisation and complexity of society, 
which confront decision-makers with growing uncertainty (Haas, 1992). Different 
literatures also highlight that the demand for expert knowledge derives not only from 
a need to solve policy problems but also from the desire to enhance the legitimacy 
of policymaking by making it appear rational and objective (Weiss, 1979; Markoff 
and Montecinos, 1993; Fourcade, 2006; Boswell, 2008).
Existing literatures present strikingly different arguments about the conditions 
under which expert knowledge is used in policymaking, however. The evidence-based 
policymaking literature highlights several determinants of evidence utilisation, 
including characteristics of the research itself, for example, its clarity, relevance and 
quality; features of the policymaker, for example, her research skills and research 
awareness; and the character of the relationship and communication between 
researchers and policymakers (see Oliver et al, 2014; Head, 2015). One problem 
with these arguments is that they have a decidedly rationalist flavour (see Parkhurst, 
2017: 23): Evidence utilisation is attributed to researchers’ supply of relevant evidence, 
policymakers’ demand for evidence, and efficient transmission of evidence between 
the two. Knowledge utilisation is thereby reduced to a sort of engineering problem. 
Moreover, this work often takes an atheoretical approach to explaining evidence 
use, presenting laundry lists of factors that facilitate or hinder evidence use rather 
than theoretically grounded accounts. Recent work has paid greater attention to the 
politics of evidence-based policymaking, drawing on insights from policy theory 
(Cairney et al, 2016; Parkhurst 2017). Yet the proposed theoretical arguments offer 
only a rudimentary notion of the politics of expertise compared to other literatures. 
Notably, they neglect the role of bureaucracies in shaping the use of evidence in 
policymaking (Christensen, 2018).
The ideational literature often points to features of ideas and their relation to the 
political environment to explain why some expert ideas are adopted while others are 
not. This includes features of ideas such as their flexibility or ambiguity (Hall, 1989: 366), 
clarity or simplicity (see Campbell, 2002: 29) or valence, that is, ‘the emotional 
quality of an idea that makes it more or less attractive’ (Cox and Béland, 2013: 307), 
and the ‘fit’ between the idea and the environment, that is, how well ideas match 
existing political-economic problems, administrative practices and political interests 
and discourse (Hall, 1989). Arguments that link the success of an idea to features of 
the idea are, however, questionable theoretically and hard to prove empirically. Some 
arguments are equally plausible when turned on their head: while an ambiguous idea 
may be acceptable to a broader range of actors, a clear idea may be more convincing. 
In other cases, the proposed explanatory factor lies dangerously close to the outcome 
itself. An example is the argument about valence, which links the success of ideas to 
their attractiveness. Arguments that tie the influence of ideas to their fit can suffer 
from the same problem, since it is often difficult to determine the fit of an idea 
independent of its success (but see Smith, 2013).
Recently, ideational scholars have also pointed to explanatory factors at the system 
level. Campbell and Pedersen (2014) argue that the adoption of particular expert 
ideas is conditioned by national ‘knowledge regimes’, that is, by the character of the 
organisations producing policy-relevant knowledge and the institutions regulating 
them. Work in STS similarly points to political and cultural features at the societal 
level as important for understanding knowledge use. A prominent example is Sheila 
Jasanoff ’s argument that the different patterns of knowledge use in American and 
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European policy in the field of life sciences reflected different political-cultural 
traditions regarding public knowledge, what she terms ‘civic epistemologies’ 
(Jasanoff, 2005b). A problem with these arguments is that they are often hard to 
verify empirically. The chain connecting broader features of politics and society (for 
example, a consensual political culture) to how specific organisations and actors use 
expert knowledge is long and difficult to trace empirically.
The knowledge utilisation literature (and to a lesser extent also the epistemic 
communities literature) primarily points to features of the policy issue or area to 
explain how knowledge is used. This includes the degree of uncertainty surrounding 
an issue, political salience or the degree of contestation (Radaelli, 1999; Boswell, 
2008; Schrefler, 2010). For instance, when political salience is high, knowledge will 
be used in more strategic ways. These arguments are rather generic, however, and 
leave a lot of interesting variation unexplained. For instance, they are not able to 
account for why organisations of the same kind that operate in the same policy area 
use knowledge differently.
By contrast, the sociological literature on professions highlights how the internal 
dynamics of professions shape the role of experts in policymaking. These dynamics 
include the mechanisms by which professions reproduce themselves and the 
mechanisms through which ideas change and spread within professional communities 
(DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Fourcade, 2006; Chwieroth, 2010). In this regard 
the professional literature offers a more sophisticated account than the epistemic 
communities literature, which says surprisingly little about the internal dynamics of 
expert communities and how such dynamics may condition the policy role of experts 
(Verdun, 1999; Dunlop, 2013; Cross, 2013). However, the emphasis on professional 
training and dynamics as determinants of behaviour and influence tends to overshadow 
other important explanatory factors. For instance, the professional literature pays 
too little attention to how professional beliefs are reshaped or suppressed within 
policymaking organisations that place competing demands on professionals.
Finally, various literatures suggest that institutional and organisational factors 
matter for the policy role of expert knowledge. Some ideational scholars point 
to the institutional preconditions for the influence of ideas, such as how different 
institutional structures filter the access of expert ideas (Weir and Skocpol, 1985; Smith, 
2013) or how ideas gain impact by becoming institutionally embedded (Campbell, 
2002: 30–1; Béland and Cox, 2010: 9). Haas similarly highlights that the power of an 
epistemic community may be cemented through the elevation of its members into 
key bureaucratic positions (Haas, 1992: 4). Moreover, some studies of professions argue 
that experts may use strategic bureaucratic positions to exert influence over public 
policies (Babb, 2004; Chwieroth, 2010; Christensen, 2017). Yet exactly how features 
and dynamics of administrative institutions condition expert influence is curiously 
undertheorised and understudied in current literature. We return to this point later.
Directions for future research
The discussion of the currently fragmented scholarship on expert knowledge and 
policymaking has revealed important differences in how the role of expert knowledge 
in policymaking is conceptualised and explained. It has also highlighted the difficulties 
in empirically identifying key concepts and the important weaknesses and blind spots 
of existing explanatory arguments. This section offers two novel suggestions about 
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how future scholarship can confront these issues. These suggestions cut across existing 
literatures and seek to establish a common ground for systematic empirical analyses 
of the role of expert knowledge in policymaking – whether based on qualitative 
or quantitative data and whether relying on case studies, comparative analyses or 
large-n designs. This kind of cumulative research effort is crucial for expanding our 
understanding of how the role and impact of expert knowledge varies across countries, 
organisations and policy areas, and of the factors and mechanisms that explain the 
influence of expertise.
Expert influence
As argued earlier, systematic research on the policy impact of expert knowledge has 
been held back by two conceptual problems: should it be studied as a question of 
evidence uptake, knowledge utilisation or something else, and should it focus on the 
expertise/expert idea or on the actors that carry expertise? A concrete suggestion for 
overcoming these problems is to reframe the issue as a question of expert influence, 
that is, to focus research squarely on the influence of experts and their knowledge 
over public policy. Influence is one of the most central issues in the study of decision-
making (March, 1955) and can be defined as ‘an actor’s ability to shape a decision in line 
with her preferences’ (Dür, 2008: 561). This definition involves three basic elements: 
(a) an actor, (b) the preferences of the actor regarding a specific policy, and (c) the policy 
decision that the actor seeks to influence. Applied to expertise and policymaking, it 
means focusing the analytical attention on the ability of expert actors to shape policy 
decisions in line with their knowledge-based preferences. Reframing research around 
the question of expert influence offers several advantages.
First, focusing on expert influence entails a ‘normalisation’ of scholarship on 
expertise and policymaking, bringing it into line with literatures that study the 
influence of other types of actors in public policymaking, such as interest groups and 
political parties (for example, Burstein and Linton, 2002; Chalmers, 2011). It implies 
seeing experts as one type of actor that provides input in the political system and 
competes with other actors for influence, rather than granting experts a special status 
as providers of neutral and apolitical evidence. In other words, an influence framing 
steers clear of the normative assumption that experts and expertise ought to play a 
greater role in policymaking, which underpins much of the work on evidence-based 
policymaking.
Second, analysing expert influence helps bridge the divide between those literatures 
that centre on the expert knowledge/idea itself and those that focus on the actors 
carrying expert knowledge. An influence framework is compatible with both since it 
includes both a notion of actors and a notion of their substantive policy preferences. 
For instance, from an ideational perspective, ‘preferences’ correspond to specific policy 
ideas and ‘actors’ are the people who promote these ideas. Applied to the professional 
and epistemic communities’ perspectives, the actors are the members of professions 
or epistemic communities and the preferences are their shared policy views deriving 
from expert knowledge. In other words, analysing influence is consistent with different 
existing approaches and thus offers common ground for future research.
Third, expert influence is more amenable to operationalisation and systematic 
empirical study than existing concepts such as types of knowledge utilisation. While 
there are inherent challenges in examining influence, political scientists already 
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have analytical tools for doing so. Scholars dealing with the analogous problem of 
how to determine the policy influence of interest groups distinguish three main 
methodological approaches to gauging influence (Dür, 2008), which are also readily 
applicable in studies of expert influence.
The first methodological approach is process-tracing, which entails tracing the 
process from the preferences of an actor to the final policy decision. Applied to 
expert influence, this involves empirically tracing the following steps in the influence 
process: (a) the initial preferences of experts, (b) the access of experts to decision-
makers, (c) the attempts of experts to advocate these preferences to decision-makers, 
(d) decision-makers’ responses to these influence attempts, and (e) the degree to 
which the preferences of experts are reflected in the final policy decision (see Dür, 
2008: 562). Empirical evidence on each step can be gathered through analysis of 
policy documents and semi-structured interviews with experts, decision-makers 
and other parties involved in the policy process. This approach is feasible in small-n 
studies of expert influence. For instance, a recent comparative study of the influence 
of economists on tax reform applied this kind of methodology, using interviews 
and documents to trace the initial tax policy preferences of economists, economists’ 
position within government bureaucracies, their efforts to advocate their policy 
preferences to politicians, politicians’ acceptance or rejection of these policy solutions, 
and the correspondence between the final reform and economists’ initial preferences 
(Christensen, 2017). The major limit of process-tracing is that it can only be applied a 
handful of cases at a time, which restricts our ability to draw more general conclusions 
about expert influence. If we want to conduct large-n studies of expert influence, 
other approaches are needed.
A second possible approach to tracing expert influence is the attributed influence 
method (see March, 1955; Dür, 2008: 565). Rather than tracing the influence process, 
this method focuses on measuring perceptions of the influence of a specific actor. 
This includes the actor’s own assessment of how much influence she had and the 
perceptions of other involved actors and informed observers. Applied to expertise and 
policymaking, it involves asking experts, decision-makers or other involved parties 
how much influence a specific group of experts had on policy, which can be done 
through surveys. For instance, some survey-based studies ask government agency 
officials to assess the influence of university research or other types of evidence on 
agency decisions (Landry et al, 2003; Jennings and Hall, 2012). One problem with 
this approach is that it relies on reported perceptions of influence rather than actual 
influence. Survey responses of this kind are subject to well-known biases such as 
social desirability bias. Furthermore, this approach is more appropriate for studying 
expert influence on policymaking in general than for examining influence on specific 
policy decisions. Usually only a small group of individuals has first-hand knowledge 
about the influence of expert actors on a specific decision. The views of a broader 
group of observers who have only second-hand knowledge will not add much to 
our understanding of the actor’s influence on the decision and may even distort the 
measure of influence.
A third approach to measuring expert influence is to examine the preference attainment 
of expert actors, that is, to assess the degree to which final policy decisions match 
initial expert preferences (see Dür, 2008: 566). The basic assumption is that the closer 
a final policy decision comes to the initial preferences of experts, the greater the 
degree of expert influence. Assessing preference attainment is one important element 
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in the process-tracing approach discussed earlier. Preference attainment, however, may 
also be examined quantitatively across a large number of cases. For instance, scholars 
could take a large number of reports from expert advisory bodies and investigate 
the degree to which the recommendations presented in the reports are reflected in 
policy decisions. However, there are major methodological challenges involved. Not 
only would scholars need to identify the relevant policy decision or lack of a decision 
connected to each expert report. This would be most practicable in contexts where 
government is required or expected to respond to advisory reports. Also, this kind 
of analysis requires a systematic strategy for coding the degree of correspondence 
between the expert report and the final policy document across a large number of 
cases. There are also other problems, such as whether the correspondence between 
expert preferences and final decisions actually reflects expert influence or rather the 
influence of other actors with similar preferences.
The administrative underpinnings of expert influence
The second suggestion for future research concerns the explanation of expert 
influence. As argued earlier, a crucial issue that has received insufficient attention is how 
the organisation of expert knowledge within government bureaucracies conditions 
expert influence. That is, how do features and dynamics of public administrations affect 
the ability of expert actors to shape policy decisions in line with their preferences?
To understand the administrative underpinnings of expert influence, two questions 
particularly deserve closer attention. First, several contributions suggest that the 
bureaucratic position of experts matters for the influence of expert knowledge 
(Haas, 1992; Babb, 2004; Chwieroth, 2010). But what explains the varying position 
of specialised experts in government bureaucracies? Comparative-historical studies have 
shown that the role of experts and expert knowledge in public bureaucracies differs 
considerably across countries and organisations, and have started to explore the sources 
of this variation (Weir and Skocpol, 1985; Fourcade, 2009). We have little systematic 
knowledge, however, about how the organisation of the bureaucracy matters for the 
access of experts to the administrative apparatus.
Organisational theory can be helpful in this regard, as it highlights several 
organisational factors that may condition the bureaucratic position of experts. One 
is the structural division of tasks within an organisation, which shapes the loyalties, 
preferences and communication patterns of civil servants (Egeberg, 1993; see also 
Smith, 2013). For instance, an organisation where tasks are divided according to process 
(for example, legal, economic processes) may be more susceptible to the formation of 
strong expert communities. Recruitment and staff policies can have the same effect: 
whether civil servants are recruited through central competitions testing general skills 
or through decentralised hiring emphasising position-relevant skills will affect how 
easy it is for specialised experts to enter the organisation (Peters, 2010; Christensen, 
2015). Moreover, the existence of institutional venues for bureaucratic–academic 
exchange – for example, inquiry commissions where civil servants and academics 
interact – is likely to facilitate the access of expert knowledge to the bureaucracy 
(Weir and Skocpol, 1985).
Researchers, however, should also pay greater attention to how the position of 
experts in government bureaucracies is affected by changes in the societal, political 
and intellectual environment (Christensen, 2017). First, new societal challenges may 
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affect the bureaucratic position of expert groups by giving rise to demands for new 
forms of expertise and casting doubt on whether the existing competences of the 
bureaucracy are still relevant. Second, economic crisis and other forms of crisis may 
have the same effect: by exposing the shortcomings of the knowledge underlying 
existing policies, it may delegitimise existing bureaucratic experts and set off a search 
for other forms of expert knowledge that can help resolve the crisis (Blyth, 2002; 
Campbell and Pedersen, 2014). Third, a change of government may affect the place 
of expert groups in the bureaucracy by bringing politicians to power who have 
other political goals and other opinions about what constitutes relevant expertise for 
achieving these goals. Finally, the administrative position of experts may be affected 
by changes within expert professions themselves. For instance, the development of 
new academic ideas or more sophisticated analysis tools can make the knowledge of 
an expert profession more attractive for decision-makers.
Understanding how administrative features condition expert influence also requires 
more research into a second and subsequent question: How does the administrative 
position of experts affect decision-making? More specifically, how does expertise shape 
the political–administrative relationship that lies at the centre of policy formulation? 
Weber’s fundamental insight that specialised knowledge puts the bureaucrat in a 
position of power relative to the political master is often repeated (Weber, 1946: 232). 
But the specific mechanisms of this relationship are seldom explored. One aspect is 
how the analytical competences of bureaucrats condition their ability to set the agenda 
and define policy problems and solutions vis-a-vis the political principal (for example, 
Baekgaard et al, 2018). Under which conditions does the often superior expertise of 
bureaucrats relative to politicians translate into agenda control and policy influence? A 
less considered aspect is how the professional norms of expert bureaucrats shape their 
behaviour vis-a-vis politicians, such as their willingness to advocate particular policies 
regardless of opposition from elected leaders. Studies suggest that these norms may 
vary depending on the educational background of officials. For instance, the strong 
professional identification of bureaucrats with economic training may lead them to 
take an activist approach to policy advice (Christensen, 2017; see also Markoff and 
Montecinos, 1993; Mandelkern, 2019).
These two questions reflect a process-based understanding of expert influence. While 
the first question is about explaining the access of experts to decision-makers (step 
b in the process of expert influence outlined earlier), the second question is about 
explaining expert attempts to promote their preferences, decision-maker responses to 
these attempts and the resulting degree of expert influence on decisions (steps c–e). 
Moreover, both questions aim at complex causality (that is, multiple factors interacting) 
and target the mechanisms accounting for particular outcomes. All this makes a 
process-tracing methodology particularly well suited to examining these questions. 
For instance, the organisational and environmental factors affecting the bureaucratic 
position of experts can be examined through comparative-historical studies that rely 
on a combination of co-variational analysis (that is, examining the effect of a certain 
factor by holding other factors constant across cases) and process-tracing (to uncover 
the mechanisms linking the position of experts to an explanatory factor) (Blatter and 
Haverland, 2012). Furthermore, the impact of expertise on political–administrative 
interactions can be examined in single-case or small-n studies that use interviews 
with politicians and bureaucrats to uncover the specific mechanisms underlying this 
relationship.
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Conclusion
The article has highlighted the problems associated with the currently fragmented 
state of research on expert knowledge in public policymaking. In order to advance 
systematic empirical research on the topic, scholars need to engage in genuine 
dialogue across literatures. The article has offered two suggestions about how to create 
common ground for future research: putting the influence of experts front and centre 
and examining more closely the administrative underpinnings of expert influence.
Certainly, one can challenge the basic premise of the article, namely that the 
fragmentation of research on expertise and policymaking constitutes a problem. 
Some would instead see this theoretical diversity as a strength: by illuminating the 
issue from a multitude of perspectives, scholars have generated a rich understanding 
of how expert knowledge shapes public policies. The multiplicity of concept and 
arguments about expertise and policymaking may simply reflect the specific interests 
and orientations of different sub-fields. While this argument is not without merit, 
there are reasons to be sceptical: first, the across-literature discussion has revealed 
significant theoretical weaknesses and barriers to empirical study that have not been 
seriously addressed within the respective literatures. This suggests that breaking down 
the silos and exposing each literature to outside criticism is important for advancing 
research. Second, the article has shown how the concepts and arguments proposed by 
different literatures shape our understanding of the policy role of expert knowledge, 
by focusing attention on a particular object of study and on particular explanatory 
factors. These concepts are therefore not neutral; they have specific implications for 
interpretation, of which researchers need to be aware.
One can also question whether a cross-disciplinary understanding of expertise 
and policymaking is possible and will be used by scholars. The literatures discussed 
in the article rest on partly different ontologies, and these differences are especially 
pronounced if you compare rationalist work on evidence-based policymaking and 
the STS literature. Differing fundamental assumptions about how the social world 
works may frustrate attempts at establishing shared understandings. Yet, the differences 
should not be overstated: there is potentially much common ground between most 
of the literatures. There are also excellent examples of research that borrows concepts 
from other sub-fields, such as the application of theory on expert professions to the 
study of international relations and organisations (Chwieroth, 2010). In other words, 
taking a cross-cutting view can open up fruitful avenues for research on an increasingly 
important aspect of public policymaking.
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Notes 
1  For instance, the related and partly overlapping literature on policy learning is left out, 
given that expert knowledge is only one (and arguably not the most central) element 
in accounts of learning (for reviews, see Bennett and Howlett, 1992 and Dunlop and 
Radaelli, 2013). The article also leaves out literatures on expert knowledge where there 
has been less activity recently, such as discussions of expertise in the implementation 
literature.
 2  This approach has recently been particularly prominent in studies of EU politics and 
policymaking.
 3  STS scholarship has also paid extensive attention to the issues of what expertise is and 
who has expertise, discussions that are not taken up in this article.
 4  The epistemic community concept is also frequently applied outside international 
relations, particularly in studies of government/politics and public administration 
(Dunlop, 2013).
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